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Producing Success

This edition of the Chief’s Corner will examine two elements of producing success: connecting the dots, and asking
the right questions. Both of these elements have a common thread that binds them and supplants the ability of a
work group or an individual to better understand the circumstances.

Asking the right questions is important for a number of reasons, some of those will be examined here. When we ask questions,
we are typically attempting to elicit a response. In many cases we already know the answer to the question(s) we are asking and as
a result, we craft our question around what we already believe to be the answer. Although this technique of asking questions has its
place, it is important to understand that the technique is predicated on validating information rather than seeking out new
information. Conversely, the other method of asking the right questions is specific to gleaning a better understanding of the situation
through a process that is akin to a scientific method or Socratic Method of questioning. The purpose is to ask questions in such a
way that you are able to better understand the totality of the circumstances. When we ask questions, it is important to understand
both the audience and the reason.

If we know why we are asking the question and we understand the audience, the process of fact finding and asking questions
becomes more fruitful and complete. The questions we ask need to be based on what we need to know, not what we presume to
know. When we ask questions based on what we presume to know, we have introduced bias and negativity and can find ourselves
becoming less effective in developing strong relationships and successes. This can be summarized easily by a statement that was
made by Dr. Hall, a professor at the University of Lynchburg, during a training session that I recently attended. He stated, we have
to problem-find before we problem-solve. This statement is not about finding problems, it is about understanding the premise of a
problem so that a solution can be discovered. Dr. Hall describes a technique for connecting the dots and better understanding the
problem by refining questions to be asked into two or three main themes.  He then says that from these themes you should identify
some key information: identify the boundaries for the problem, identify why the problem needs to be solved, and identify what
information is sufficient, understandable, and contradictory.  

One of our challenges is that when we identify a problem, we allow that problem to overtake us or “bleed-over” into other areas.
This is where setting boundaries is so important. We need to remember to focus on the problem at hand and not allow ourselves to
stray too far from the core issue. This is similar to our every day work as public servants. In the fire service, our job is to problem
solve, it is what we do every day. When we are performing at our best we are identifying a problem or it has been identified for us,
and we are solving the problem not by asking questions formally but by actions. When we allow ourselves to drift away from the
core issues, we find ourselves distracted and unable to complete the task at hand, and in turn being unable to solve the problem. An
example of this is when someone says, “well, in the past.....” The boundary of the problem begins to get larger so the focus
becomes smaller. When we connect the dots between sufficient information that is understandable and not contradictory, we find
ourselves in a position to bring resolution in a meaningful manner.  

Throughout this article you have likely been only thinking about problems that affect a group or is identified as part of a complex
issue. Have you been thinking at all about an individual? Many of our colleagues need us to be there for them. We need to ask them
the right questions. It is not enough any longer to hear one of your colleagues say, “nothing’s wrong, I’m good.”  When we are
problem solving we must be cognizant of the issues around us recognizing when others may be in crisis. Although we have always
looked out for each other, it has been rare that we have asked the right questions when the mental fitness of one of our team is
having trouble. We have discovered the trouble when there is finally a breaking point. As we continue to understand the complex
issue of mental fitness in our line of work, let us not forget that service above self is not only for the citizens we serve but for our
colleagues as well. Not everyone is affected by the work we do in the same way and often
times we do not know when that time comes when our proverbial bucket is full. When it is
full and runs over it’s not to late, just be there to recognize it. Remember to check in on
each other and ask the right questions. When your gut and your heart are telling you
something isn’t right, listen!  

Be the public servant you would want showing up at your home.

Chief
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L F D  I n v e s t s  I n  M e m b e r  S a f e t yL F D  I n v e s t s  I n  M e m b e r  S a f e t y
By: Randy Campbell
As active attack incidents continue to evolve and increase there is more demand for public safety to be equipped and prepared to
save lives. It is a continuing process of action vs. reaction. 

Public safety has grown exponentially from many lessons learned during these dynamic and
challenging events. Many of our colleagues have participated in a program that brings elements of
the Rescue Task Force concept to work collaboratively with law enforcement to stop the dying of
innocent victims. Because the safety of our Lynchburg Fire Department (LFD) members is
paramount, LFD leadership recently purchased the first round of tactical vests to afford a greater
level of protection for LFD personnel when entering a potentially dangerous work environment,
otherwise known as the warm zone. This tactical thought process isn't limited to active attacks
exclusively...as you know, there are numerous responses that we are called to that have the
potential for one of our personnel to be harmed by an active assailant. As a matter of fact, we are
more likely to wear these vests in a non-mass attack incident. 

Our second round of tactical vests have been ordered and will soon arrive for dissemination to the respective LFD stations. As
with any new equipment, there is a transitional period for members to begin getting operationally comfortable; this current initiative
is no different. Thanks to all the LFD members who contacted me directly with questions, inquiries, etc. At the end of the shift, the
number one priority is that everyone gets home...the addition of tactical vests is another layer of building our continuity and safety
as a professional fire/EMS agency.

Funds for these tactical vests were provided through a combination of funds from the operating budget and the Virginia
Department of Fire Programs Aid to Localities annual grant funding program.
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H a z - M a t  a n d  L o c a l  E m e r g e n c y  P l a n n i n g  C o m m i t t e e  ( L E P C )H a z - M a t  a n d  L o c a l  E m e r g e n c y  P l a n n i n g  C o m m i t t e e  ( L E P C )
By: Captain Todd Davis

The role of an LEPC is to form a partnership with local governments and industries as a resource for enhancing
emergency preparedness and in most cases hazardous materials preparedness. Membership comes from the
local area, representing various organizations, agencies, departments, facilities and other groups within the
area. Virginia has 114 LEPCs which include cities or towns, counties or joint LEPCs (which include a
cooperating group of a county and one or more cities or towns).

The Lynchburg LEPC held its first quarterly meeting of 2020 in January. The meeting was well attended by public and private
agencies alike. Below is a summary of the items that were reported.  

• Near Southwest Preparedness Alliance reported that they will be hosting a Pediatric Disaster Response Course in Vinton on 
July 22-23, 2020. 

• Emergency Services reported that text-to-911 should be operational by July and the Lynchburg Emergency Operations Plan will 
be going to City Council for re-adoption.

• Central Virginia Planning District Commission provided an update on the region’s efforts on the Hazard Mitigation Plan process.  
It is scheduled to be completed by late spring/early summer. It outlines the types of hazards that our region is vulnerable to 
and strategies to reduce these vulnerabilities. FEMA states that to receive pre- and post-incident grant funds this document must 
be approved every five years with specific strategies.  

• Last, I reported a summary of 2019 activities for the Haz-Mat Team.
• CO leaks (12), one of which had several victims
• Gas Leaks - 66 responses by Rescue 1 and 73 responses total
• Two responses at higher education facilities and one with a 3” line rupture
• 23 Chemical spills or Comb/Flam liquid leaks or spills (including a 250 gallon 

alcohol spill)
• 8-10 incidents where catch basins were deployed 
• 27 other hazardous conditions calls
• One member attended Haz-Mat Tech and one attended Haz-Mat Chemistry
• Two members attended Chempack training  
• Ten members attended training & drill on Radiology Hazards 
• Ten members attended a Bioterrorism drill
• One member attended a two-day Tank Truck Emergency class
• One member attended a two-day Propane Emergency class 
• Six members attended the Haz-Mat Conference in Baltimore, MD for five days
• Six members attended the Norfolk Haz-Mat Conference for five days
• The Team received new Radiology pagers, one included an Isotope identifier

Spring Forward!Spring Forward!
Daylight Saving Time

Change Your Clock/

Change Your Battery!

Remember, Daylight
Saving Time begins at 2:00 a.m. on
Sunday, March 8th! Don’t forget to
“spring forward” and set your clocks
ahead one hour. 

This is also a great time to change
the batteries in smoke detectors. As a
reminder, smoke detectors should also
be replaced every 10 years.
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L P F A  C e l e b r a t e s  2 5 t h  A n n i v e r s a r yL P F A  C e l e b r a t e s  2 5 t h  A n n i v e r s a r y
By: Quincy Scott, LPFA President
As President of the Lynchburg Progressive Firefighters Association (LPFA), I would like to recognize and
celebrate the 25th anniversary of the organization! The LPFA will be planning an anniversary celebration and
fundraiser in September 2020 (mark your calendars!). I am truly thankful again to all who have helped us make
this possible!

I would also like to recognize the members and organizations who have helped us reach this milestone while serving the
community!

LPFA Members Organizations

Anthony Andrews Candace Brown Centra Health
Kenneth Bunch Travis Calloway Lynchburg Fire Department
Ricky Davis Darryl DuBose Jubilee Center 
Thomas Goode Tim Jackson Lynchburg Fire Foundation
Greg Pyton Cary Word Lynchburg Fire Fighters Association

Lynchburg NAACP Chapter 

T h r e e  L e f t s  D o n ’ t  M a k e  A   R i g h tT h r e e  L e f t s  D o n ’ t  M a k e  A   R i g h t
Private, Right-of-Way, and an Airplane

By: Master Firefighter Zach Foster
Stick with me and the airplane will come into play at the end of this article. I have long been curious about the
designation “Private Road” that can be found either on a street sign, a GIS map (usually marked “PVT”) or
sometimes not marked at all. When running down Denver Avenue a few weeks ago I passed Woodson Lane, which
has a sign that indicates it is a private road (“road” as in gravel). This left me curious as to what makes a gravel
path that leads to a single house a road, what makes it private and is it legal to take a jog down this road?

The more you look at the streets in Lynchburg, the more you will find these private roads. Some of them, such
as the private roads within a subdivision like Carriage Square near James River Day School, make sense. Carriage Way, St. James
Place and Barkley Court within this neighborhood are all privately owned by Carriage Associates. This means that they are privately
maintained and that, unless you have a valid reason for driving on them, they are only accessible to those who live there. Other
examples would be neighborhoods such as at the end of Breezewood Drive and Elk Street, as well as college campuses (University of
Lynchburg and Liberty University have many private streets). The designation of private allows these entities to control access.

However, there are also private roads that do allow public access, which oddly, as I have now learned, includes Woodson Lane.
Though privately owned, if you pull up the property card
for this road it says “Right of Way,” which allows for public
access. Not that there would be any reason for anyone to
need to drive on Woodson Lane! And then there are those
private roads that seem to serve no purpose whatsoever,
such as Docs Lane, close to 460 off of Concord Turnpike.
This road carries no addresses and essentially serves as a
back access to 5128 Pleasant Valley Road.

At the end of the day, sometimes studying territory
leads to more questions than answers, such as the fact
that there are plenty of streets that are gravel and lead to
a single house that are not private (Maher Street). But
knowing all of this can help us plan vehicle access, how
and where we drive our apparatus and train, as well as
consideration for road conditions and hydrant
maintenance. Oh, and the airplane? Denson Drive is a
private road that runs off of Alta Lane. If you are the kind
to seek out interesting facts about territory within the City
of Lynchburg, you will be intrigued to learn that at the
end of Denson Drive, a gravel road with just three
houses, there's an old plane tucked into the woods!

The goal of this monthly article is to look at topics that relate to territory
and streets in the City of Lynchburg. From road closures and ghost streets
to tips and tricks on how to get somewhere in the safest and most efficient
manner, nothing is off limits. If you have something specific that you would
like to see addressed or have helpful suggestions or information, please
send me an email to zachary.foster@lynchburgva.gov. I am constantly
learning and always looking to add to my territory knowledge.
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Hoarding:  Issues for  the Fire Service Hoarding:  Issues for  the Fire Service 
By: Captain John Norman
Fire departments across the nation are experiencing serious fires, injuries, and deaths as the result of compulsive hoarding behavior.
The excessive accumulation of materials in homes poses a significant threat to firefighters fighting fires and responding to other
emergencies in these homes and to residents and neighbors. 

Lynchburg is not immune to the hoarding issue, to which all of us can personally attest. We have all walked through the “goat paths”
hacked between mounds of newspapers, greasy pizza cartons, bills, checks, mustard packets, broken gadgets, old T-shirts, and stained
Tupperware. We have seen the crawling rodents and cockroaches scurrying over these mounds that are covered in mildew, mold, and
bacteria; these mounds are fire hazards (one study states these cause 24 percent of all avoidable fire deaths) and a fall hazard. 

Lynchburg Fire Department front-line personnel are the first to become aware of these locations. The Fire Marshal’s Office needs
your help. If your team experiences such locations, and time allows, photograph the residence and notify the Fire Marshal’s Office.
Below is a table for reference when deciding if the Fire Marshal’s Office needs to be alerted.

6 0  S e c o n d  S a f e t y6 0  S e c o n d  S a f e t y
By: Captain Jennifer Collins
Getting to Know Our Benefits

Navigating our benefits can be a chore sometimes, but you want to make sure that you are taking advantage of every cost savings
source you can. I’d like to explore all the ways city employees can get the most of our plans and especially save money. Below are a
few examples of benefits and even some discounts that are available to employees. 

Creating an account on Anthem.com provides you with access to discounts and coupons on everything from fitbits to pet
insurance.  All you need to get started is your insurance ID number. This site will help you manage your prescriptions and check
your recent doctor visit summaries. You can pay your doctor bills directly from this site as well. It also provides a detailed
description of your plans, including dental. You can use the cost estimator to figure out how much you would pay out of pocket for
a medical or dental procedure. If you think you may have a special medical condition that could require a specialist, you can use the
“Care and Cost Finder” section to see what different types of providers would cost you, what tests they would be able to perform,
and how often you would have to make a visit for the condition.  

Another program we all have access to is the Employee Assistance Program (AllPoints EAP) “My Life Expert” website. At
mylifeexpert.com there is everything from financial calculators and tax information to prescription assistance programs. To sign in,
enter “AllPoints” in the company code box. There are healthy living videos and plans as well. You can easily print off a prescription
discount card, like “NeedyMeds”, without having to enter any personal information.  All that is required is to check with your
pharmacy to see if your medicine is cheaper using the card or if insurance doesn’t cover your prescription at all (you cannot use
both your insurance and the card).  It also works on over-the-counter medicines and medical supplies.  

I know there are more benefits that we could learn more about, so I will continue to research and share with everyone.  

LOW RISK
Clutter Image Rating Scale (CIR) 

LEVEL 1-3
(No need to report)

• All doors, stairways and windows accessible
• No evidence of pests
• Clutter obstructs SOME functions of key living area – Looks untidy
• Safe maintained sanitation conditions

MEDIUM RISK
Clutter Image Rating Scale (CIR) 

LEVEL 4-6

(Needs to be reported)

• Blocking of doors, some windows, possibly major exit
• Light infestation of pests (e.g. bed bugs, lice, fleas, rats)
• Clutter obstructing functions of key living spaces, stairs, entrances, hallways, etc.
• Evidence of non-maintained sanitation conditions (e.g. food preparation surfaces 

heavily soiled, lots of dirty dishes, obvious odors which irritate, etc.)
• Evidence of burns to the carpet, clothing, etc.

HIGH RISK
Clutter Image Rating Scale (CIR) 

LEVEL 7-9

(REPORT IMMEDIATELY)

• Whole rooms inaccessible, exits blocked, windows not able to be opened
• Utilities cut off (e.g. no heating, gas capped, no water, etc.)
• Heavy infestation of pests (rats seen, reported by neighbors, roaches, fleas, etc.)
• Key living spaces not available for use, person living in one room
• Evidence of urine/excrement in room, rotting food, very unsanitary conditions
• Evidence of previous fire or burns in the carpet, clothing, etc.


